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Abstract

We investigate the modeling and simulation of ionic transport and charge conservation in
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) at the microscale. It is a multiphysics problem that involves a wide
range of time scales. The associated computational challenges motivate the investigation of
numerical techniques that can decouple the time integration of the governing equations in the
liquid electrolyte and the solid phase (active materials and current collectors). First, it is shown
that semi-discretization in space of the non-dimensionalized governing equations leads to a sys-
tem of index-1 semi-explicit differential algebraic equations (DAEs). Then, a new generation
of strategies for multi-domain integration is presented, enabling high-order adaptive coupling of
both domains in time, with efficient and potentially different domain integrators. They reach
a high level of flexibility for real applications, beyond the limitations of multirate methods.
A simple 1D LIB half-cell code is implemented as a demonstrator of the new strategy for the
simulation of different modes of cell operation. The integration of the decoupled subsystems
is performed with high-order accurate implicit nonlinear solvers. The accuracy of the space
discretization is assessed by comparing the numerical results to the analytical solutions. Then,
temporal convergence studies demonstrate the accuracy of the new multi-domain coupling ap-
proach. Finally, the accuracy and computational efficiency of the adaptive coupling strategy
are discussed in the light of the conditioning of the decoupled subproblems compared to the
one of the fully-coupled problem. This new approach will constitute a key ingredient for the
high-fidelity 3D LIB simulations based on actual electrode microstructures.
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1 Introduction
The shift in energy paradigm is evident and, as the world moves towards more renewable energy
sources, the role of chemical energy storage using batteries becomes more vital. The rechargeable
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with high energy and power densities are one of the widely used energy
storage devices [58]. They are especially used in electric transportation and aerospace applications
due to their portability, robustness, and reliability. In recent years, the demand has also been growing
for stationary storage applications, notably in the areas of renewable energy production and grid
frequency regulation. Given the established popularity of LIBs and the increase in demand, the
improvement in LIB design and performance is an appealing and growing area of research. In this
context, numerical simulation is an important tool, besides experimental studies, to gain insight into
the functioning of LIBs. The reliability of such simulations depends on our ability to model LIBs
mathematically and to devise accurate and efficient numerical methods.

The LIB operation is governed by physical phenomena at different spatial and temporal scales.
The mathematical modeling of LIB yields a multiphysics and multiscale problem. From an engi-
neering perspective, the macroscale of interest is defined by the size of a battery cell or a stack of
cells. Macroscale models, such as volume-averaged [24, 13] or equivalent circuit models [39], benefit
from their simplicity and are widely used in practice, e.g., for the electric and thermal control of
LIBs [12, 4]. However, they suffer from severe limitations, such as loss of resolution due to volume
averaging and failure to capture the effect of heterogeneities or defects in the electrode microstruc-
ture [37, 42]. Better resolution can be achieved with microscale models, accounting for the real
microstructure of porous electrodes [34, 30], or with nanoscale models that can represent complex
interfacial phenomena, like Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) formation in graphite anodes [43, 52].
Over the last two decades, the development of such descriptions has benefited from the improvement
of high-resolution imaging and high-performance computing. As a result, microscale models now
offer a good compromise between complexity and accuracy at the electrode scale.

Microscale LIB models are based on a micro-continuum description of transport phenomena and
electrochemistry. In these models, each point belongs to a specific material domain, such as elec-
trolyte, active material, separator, or current collector. Within each domain, governing equations
may be written for the conservation of mass, electric charge, and energy. At each material inter-
face, specific conditions should be supplied, such as the Butler-Volmer equation modeling the charge
transfer at the solid-electrolyte interface [36]. In the liquid electrolyte domain, the mathematical
description of ionic transport is given by the Nernst-Planck equation for dilute solutions or the
Maxwell-Stefan theory for concentrated solutions [46]. In general, the expression of charge conser-
vation assumes solution electroneutrality, except near the electric double layer (EDL). However, in
the scope of microscale models, EDL effects can be neglected as the pore size is usually much larger
than the Debye length. In each active material domain, the transport of lithium is commonly repre-
sented by Fick’s law and electronic conduction by Ohm’s law. Such description relies on an effective
diffusion coefficient that can be measured experimentally under representative operating conditions.
It is ideally suited for active materials with solid-solution behavior, but also applicable with a lesser
degree of accuracy to phase-separating materials like graphite and lithium iron phosphate (LFP).

In their standard formulation, microscale LIB models rely on the previously mentioned assump-
tions, while also neglecting thermal, mechanical and degradation effects. Their domain of validity is
thus dependent on the nature of LIB materials and the operating conditions. In a number of cases,
however, a standard microscale formulation is sufficient to reproduce experimental charge-discharge
curves within acceptable accuracy [38, 1, 59]. For more complex situations, extended formulations
are available, including for example thermal effects [36, 37], active material deformations [6, 47, 18],
phase transformations [8], lithium plating [29] or SEI growth [50].
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The numerical solution of microscale LIB models can be obtained with various simulation tech-
niques already adopted in other fields of computational physics. In [45, 55], a discretization of the
LIB microscale equations based on the finite volume method is presented. It is implemented in
BESTmicro [23], a commercial LIB simulator using Cartesian meshes, as well as in the CFD-based
simulation software STAR-CCM+® using unstructured meshes [51]. A simulation package for the
microscale study of LIBs is also available in the finite-element software COMSOL Multiphysics® [9].
Besides commercial tools, several research simulators have been developed to model the microscale
physics of LIBs based on the finite-element method [49, 53].

Simulation of LIB cells at the microscale presents multiple computational challenges. The spatial
discretization of the governing equations yields a stiff system of equations, which is commonly seen
in multiphysics and multiscale problems. Moreover, the Butler-Volmer current interface condition
introduces a strong nonlinearity into the system. Last but not least, 3D simulation of LIBs based
on real electrode microstructures requires large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) and inversion
of large ill-conditioned linear systems.

An efficient way to solve numerically stiff systems of nonlinear equations is to use stable implicit
solvers [28, 7]. However, such solvers are complex to implement and require costly Newton iterations,
all the more because of the ill-conditioning of the related linear systems to be solved. While multi-
rate methods initiated some time ago [25] within the framework of ordinary differential equations,
analyzed and improved further in [27], can handle various time scales not only in applications where
several operators are involved [40] but also in coupled problems [33], they still require a monolithic
time integration through an algebraic resolution [10] of the resulting systems and involve constraints
in the time integration of the various subdomains through a global approach. We aim at keeping
a high level of flexibility in the way we handle the various domains in terms of both discretization
and methods (or even models [19]) and focus on methods where the various domains are handled
separately. In [32, 31], three algorithms of time integration with domain splitting are proposed to
reduce the number of Newton iterations. Convergence and stability of these algorithms are also
studied for a 2D LIB model problem. In [26], another splitting approach is implemented, where
lithium concentrations and electric potentials are solved independently and subsequently coupled
using Picard outer-iterations. A mortar-based spatial coupling scheme allows the use of different
finite-element meshes in the electrolyte and electrode phases in [16], while using a monolithic time
integration approach. In [1], a domain-splitting technique in time is complemented with the block
Gauß-Seidel (BGS) method and algebraic multigrid (AMG) for matrix inversion to solve the 3D LIB
problem. The performance of these methods is studied in comparison with a direct linear solver.
Linear solvers relying on block preconditioners corresponding to the concentration and potential
fields show improved computational efficiency [17]. Overcoming the numerous challenges associated
with the microscale simulation of LIBs remains an active area of research. Most of the present stud-
ies neglect the physical complexities of LIBs, such as active material phase transformations, lithium
plating, mechanical effects, etc. Before adding more physics to the LIB model, there is a strong
need for innovative strategies to conduct high-fidelity simulations with a high level of accuracy and
robustness, but also at a reasonable computational cost.

In this work, we introduce and assess a novel multi-domain technique based on high-order adap-
tive coupling in time. The objective is to cope with the strong multiscale character of the LIB model
as efficiently as possible, while maintaining a coupling strategy with excellent properties of stability
and accuracy. The novelty relies on the introduction of a coupling technique, which is adaptive and
high-order in time. The purpose of our contribution is threefold. First, we make a precise link be-
tween a representative half-cell LIB modeling and the mathematical structure of the semi-discretized
system of partial differential equations in one dimension, which includes most of the difficulties, we
will have to cope with in the multi-dimensional system. We formulate the problem under the form
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of a system of index-1 semi-explicit differential algebraic equations (DAEs), for which accurate and
stable time integrators exist. Second, we present the novel high-order and adaptive multi-domain
time-coupling strategy and its analysis. Third, the numerical strategy is assessed after a series of
verification cases provided in Appendix A. We show that the linear systems involved in the segre-
gated domain problems are better conditioned than those of the monolithic fully-coupled approach.
This indicates a strong potential of our method for 3D LIB cell high-fidelity simulations based on
real electrode microstructures.

The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the 1D mathematical model for LIB half-cells
in Section 2 and analyze the structure of the semi-discretized in space system of equations. We
describe the numerical methods used for solving the LIB problem, including the multi-domain high-
order adaptive coupling in time, in Section 3. Furthermore, we present and discuss our results in
Section 4, which assess the strategy. Finally, relying on a study of the conditioning provided in
Appendix D, we conclude in Section 5 on the potential of the approach for realistic 3D simulations.

2 1D LIB half-cell model
In this section, we present the governing equations of the 1D LIB half-cell model along with its
initial and boundary conditions. Introducing characteristic scales, we derive a non-dimensional
formulation. We then apply a spatial discretization on a finite volume grid. Finally, we describe the
mathematical nature of the discretized system of equations.

2.1 The microscale continuum description
The LIB operation is governed by coupled equations of mass and charge conservation in the domains
of electrolyte, active material, and current collector. A schematic diagram of a 1D half-cell is shown
in Figure 2.1. Here the anode consists of lithium metal, which can be simply modeled as a boundary
condition on the electrolyte variables (see Equation (2.10) below). Compared to a full-cell model, the
half-cell model is expected to exhibit similar numerical complexity. Indeed, the anode and cathode
of the full-cell model are governed by the same equations (although with different parameters). We
will now look at the governing equations and parameters in each domain as well as the boundary
and initial conditions.

2.1.1 Electrolyte

The electrolyte domain Ωe represents the liquid electrolyte of the LIB cell, assumed here to consist
of a single lithium salt. Using the electroneutrality assumption and the concentrated solution theory,
the following equations for mass and charge conservation can be derived with the proper definition
of lithium-ion molar flux Ne and ionic current density ie [44]

∂ce
∂t

= −∇ ·Ne, Ne (ce, φe) = −De∇ce +
t0+
F

ie, (2.1)

0 = −∇ · ie, ie (ce, φe) = −κe∇φe +
2RT (1− t0+)

F
(1 + δe)κe∇ ln ce. (2.2)

Here F is Faraday’s constant, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the ambient temperature. The
independent variables ce and φe represent lithium-ion concentration and electrochemical potential,
respectively. The electrochemical potential is defined as φe = µe/F + Φe, which is composed of
electric potential Φe and chemical potential µe of the electrolyte. Model parameters include the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the 1D LIB half-cell model.

transference number t0+, the electrolyte diffusivity coefficient De, the ionic conductivity κe, and the
logarithmic derivative of the activity coefficient with respect to concentration, δe. This coefficient
appears due to the classical relation between chemical potential and ionic concentration. In this
work, the concentration dependency of these parameters is neglected.

2.1.2 Electrode

The electrode (solid) domain Ωs consists of the active material domain Ωam and the current collector
domain Ωcc. The governing equations for lithium transport and electric charge conservation in Ωam,
as well as lithium molar flux Ns and electric current density is, are given by

∂cs
∂t

= −∇ ·Ns, Ns (cs) = −Dam∇cs, (2.3)

0 = −∇ · is, is (ϕs) = −σam∇ϕs. (2.4)

Here independent variables are lithium concentration cs and electric potential ϕs. Model parameters
include the active material diffusivity coefficient Dam and electric conductivity σam, which are
assumed to be constant.

The current collector does not allow lithium intercalation or de-intercalation. Therefore, it is
simply described by the charge conservation of Equation (2.4), where the electric current density is
is now given by

is (ϕs) = −σcc∇ϕs. (2.5)

Here σcc is the electric conductivity of the current collector. Typically σcc ≫ σam, i.e., the current
collector is a much better electronic conductor than the active material.
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2.1.3 Boundary and initial conditions

In Figure 2.1, external boundaries of the cell located at x = 0 and x = L are denoted as Γ0 and
ΓL, respectively. Further, internal boundaries exist at interfaces between material domains, between
electrolyte and active material (Γam−e), and between active material and current collector (Γam−cc).
The boundary conditions at these interfaces are often referred to as interface conditions.

The lithium exchange (intercalation/de-intercalation) between electrolyte and electrodes takes
place at Γ0 and Γam−e via the redox reaction Li++e− ⇌ Li. This process is modeled as an effective
exchange current density at the interface which is described by the Butler-Volmer model [5]. It is
given by

iBV = i0

(
e

αF
RT η − e−

(1−α)F
RT η

)
, (2.6)

where i0 denotes the equilibrium exchange current density, α is the anodic strength coefficient and
η is the electrode overpotential defined by

η = ϕs − φe − U0(cs). (2.7)

Here U0 is the open-circuit potential of the electrode, which is a function of lithium concentration
in active material. At Γam−e, i0 = Fk0

√
cecs (cs,max − cs), where k0 is the reaction rate constant

and cs,max is the maximum lithium concentration in active material. At Γ0, the lithium metal anode
leads to a simplified interface condition, with ϕs = 0 and U0 = 0, hence η = −φe. Moreover, the
equilibrium exchange current density of lithium metal is assumed to be constant. It is denoted as
i0,Li.

In our study, we consider symmetric interface redox reactions, i.e. α = 0.5. The resulting current
densities at the anode (Γ0) and cathode (Γam−e) interfaces are

i
(A)
BV = 2i0,Li sinh

(
− F

2RT
φe

)
, (2.8)

i
(C)
BV = 2Fk0

√
cecs (cs,max − cs) sinh

(
F

2RT
(ϕs − φe − U0(cs))

)
, (2.9)

where superscripts (A) and (C) denote the anode and cathode, respectively. Therefore, at Γ0

Ne (ce, φe) |Γ0 =
i
(A)
BV

F
, ie (ce, φe) |Γ0 = i

(A)
BV , (2.10)

while at Γam−e

Ne (ce, φe) |Γam−e
= − i

(C)
BV

F
, ie (ce, φe) |Γam−e

= −i(C)
BV , (2.11)

Ns (cs) |Γam−e = − i
(C)
BV

F
, is (ϕs) |Γam−e

= −i(C)
BV . (2.12)

Note that the fluxes in Equations (2.10) to (2.12) are scalars resulting from their dot products with
1D normal vectors.

At Γam−cc, lithium flux is not allowed, it is also assumed that electric potential and current
density are continuous

Ns (cs) |Γam−cc
= 0, ϕs|Γ(−)

am−cc
= ϕs|Γ(+)

am−cc
, is|Γ(−)

am−cc
= is|Γ(+)

am−cc
, (2.13)
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where (−) and (+) signs represent the left and right neighborhoods of the interface, respectively.
The above conditions mean that any contact resistance or capacitance effect between active material
and current collector is neglected.

The external boundary condition at ΓL is defined by the mode of operation of the LIB cell.
A constant current (galvanostatic or CC) charge/discharge condition imposes a constant current
density at ΓL. It is usually defined as the product of a reference current i1C (“1C” rate) by a C-rate
factor ξ. The definition of i1C is based on the battery charge capacity, i.e., it is the current required
for a full charge of the battery in one hour, starting from a fully discharged state. Hence, the imposed
current density in CC mode is

is (ϕs) |ΓL
= −ξi1C . (2.14)

The negative sign comes from the sign convention for electric current. Note that a positive ξ indicates
charging while a negative value is for discharging. Further, a constant voltage (potentiostatic or CV)
mode of operation means a fixed potential ϕs,ext is imposed at ΓL, i.e.

ϕs|ΓL
= ϕs,ext. (2.15)

In some cases, the imposed external potential can be a function of time. Such a situation will be
considered in our numerical example of Sub-Section 4.2.

Finally, the mathematical model of LIB half-cells is closed by introducing the initial conditions.
Hence, we have

ce(x, 0) = ce,I, cs(x, 0) = cs,I, (2.16)

with ce,I is the initial electrolyte concentration, and cs,I the initial lithium concentration in active
material.

2.2 Non-dimensionalization
In the following, all characteristic scales of the problem are denoted by a star (⋆) superscript. First,
we define L⋆ = L as a characteristic length scale. As a potential scale, we use the ambient thermal
voltage Φ⋆ = RT/F in both the electrolyte and solid domains. The lithium-ion concentration
in the electrolyte domain is scaled by its initial value, i.e., c⋆e = ce,I, while the scale for lithium
concentration in active material is chosen as c⋆s = cs,max. As a common timescale for the electrolyte
and solid domains, we use the electrolyte diffusion timescale, hence t⋆ = (L⋆)2/De. These scales are
summarized in Table 5.2, which also provides definitions for the flux scales N⋆

e , i⋆e, N⋆
s , and i⋆s.

Using the characteristic scales defined above, we now rewrite the governing equations in terms
of dimensionless variables, denoted by a tilde (̃ ) superscript. Therefore, in the electrolyte domain

∂t̃c̃e = −∂x̃Ñe, Ñe (c̃e, φ̃e) = −∂x̃c̃e +
i⋆e
N⋆

e

t0+
F

ĩe, (2.17)

0 = −∂x̃ĩe, ĩe (c̃e, φ̃e) = −∂x̃φ̃e +
κD

c̃e
∂x̃c̃e. (2.18)

Here κD = 2(1 − t0+)(1 + δe) is a dimensionless parameter characterizing the diffusive contribution
to ionic current. The other dimensionless quantity (i⋆et

0
+)/(N

⋆
eF ) represents the ratio of electric

migration flux to diffusion flux. It is usually referred to as the electric Péclet number [2]. Similarly,
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in the solid domain, if we note εD = Dam/De and εσ = σam/σcc, we have

∂t̃c̃s = −εD∂x̃Ñs, Ñs (c̃s) =

{
−∂x̃c̃s, x̃ ∈ Ω̃am,

0, x̃ ∈ Ω̃cc,
(2.19)

0 = −∂x̃ĩs, ĩs(ϕ̃s) =

{
−∂x̃ϕ̃s, x̃ ∈ Ω̃am,

− 1
εσ
∂x̃ϕ̃s, x̃ ∈ Ω̃cc.

(2.20)

We first define a unit scale for the Butler-Volmer current density: i⋆BV = 1 A/m2. Hence, the
boundary conditions at Γ̃0 become Ñe = ĩ

(A)
BV /FN⋆

e and ĩe = ĩ
(A)
BV /i

⋆
e. Similarly, at Γ̃am−e the

dimensionless interface conditions are Ñe = −ĩ(C)
BV /FN⋆

e , ĩe = −ĩ(C)
BV /i

⋆
e, Ñs = −ĩ(C)

BV /FN⋆
s , and

ĩs = −ĩ(C)
BV /i

⋆
s. Further, Ñs = 0 at Γ̃am−cc. The current density or the potential at Γ̃L, depending

on the LIB operating mode, is non-dimensionalized using the flux scale i⋆s or the potential scale Φ⋆,
respectively. Finally, the initial conditions become c̃e(x̃, 0) = 1 and c̃s(x̃, 0) = cs,I/c

⋆
s.

The non-dimensionalization of the governing equations shows that the time derivatives of concen-
trations in electrolyte and active material differ in magnitude by a factor εD (see Equation (2.19)).
Using typical values of Dam and De, we infer that εD ∈ [10−5, 10−3]. It should be noted that
the coexistence of two timescales in the LIB microscale model contributes to the ill-conditioning
of the problem. Hence, it motivates us to explore multi-domain techniques for time integration,
where improved conditioning is expected for the subproblems in each domain due to decoupling.
For simplicity, we henceforth omit the “ ·̃ ” notation for the non-dimensional variables.

2.3 Semi-discretization in space
The finite volume method is well-suited for problems involving conservation laws such as heat and
mass transfer [15]. In this work, the LIB half-cell model was derived from mass and charge con-
servation laws in each domain, with flux-based interface conditions. Thus, we perform the spatial
discretization of the non-dimensional governing equations on a 1D finite volume grid, as illustrated
in Figure 2.2. The discrete values of concentration and potential variables are located at cell cen-
ters, whereas molar fluxes and current densities are defined at cell faces. The former are denoted
by subscript i and the latter by subscript i+ 1/2, where i is the index of the i-th cell. To approxi-
mate the spatial derivatives of concentration and potential, we use the second-order accurate central
differencing scheme.

The discretized domains of electrolyte, active material, and current collector have Ne, Nam, and
Ncc finite volume cells, respectively. Hence the number of cells in Ωs is Ns = Nam + Ncc, and
the total number of cells N = Ne + Ns. Within a given material domain Ωα (α = e, am, cc), we
employ a constant cell width ∆xα = Lα/Nα where Lα denotes the domain length. This ensures that
interfaces between domains coincide with particular faces of the finite volume grid. In the following,
we assume for simplicity but without loss of generality that the domain lengths allow to define a
uniform grid size ∆x = ∆xe = ∆xam = ∆xcc.

The system of equations obtained after spatial discretization in the electrolyte domain is given
by

dtce,i = Fe,i, 0 = Ge,i, (2.21)

where, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,Ne, we have

Fe,i = −
1

∆x

(
Ne,i+ 1

2
−Ne,i− 1

2

)
, Ge,i = −

1

∆x

(
ie,i+ 1

2
− ie,i− 1

2

)
. (2.22)
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of a 1D finite volume grid.

Here, we obtain Ne,i+ 1
2

and ie,i+ 1
2

from spatial discretization of the fluxes defined in Equations (2.17)
and (2.18) including associated boundary conditions, respectively. Similarly, in the solid domain,
we have

dtcs,j = Fs,j, 0 = Gs,j, (2.23)

where, for j = 1, 2, . . . ,Ns, we have

Fs,j =−
εD
∆x

(
Ns,j+ 1

2
−Ns,j− 1

2

)
, Gs,j = −

1

∆x

(
is,j+ 1

2
− is,j− 1

2

)
. (2.24)

The numerical fluxes Ns,j+ 1
2

and is,j+ 1
2

are the discrete versions of Equations (2.19) and (2.20).
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Figure 2.3: Auxiliary variables introduced at the interfaces Γ0 and Γam−e for evaluation of the
Butler-Volmer current density.

In the discretized domain, molar fluxes and current densities on cell faces are defined using cell-
centered variables. However, special treatment is needed at interfaces between domains and at the
outer boundaries of the cell. The interface conditions at Γ0 (given in Equation (2.10)) and Γam−e

(given in Equations (2.11) to (2.12)) require the Butler-Volmer current densities which are functions
of concentrations and potentials. These variables, however, are stored at the cell centers and need
to be evaluated at the interfaces Γ0 and Γam−e. A simple way is to extrapolate the adjacent cell-
centred variables to the interfaces. However, this method leads to inaccuracies, especially at higher
current rates [59]. In this paper, we resolve this problem by employing another approach proposed
in [59] involving extra variables at the interfaces. Thus, we introduce the auxiliary variables, i.e.,
c+e,0 and φ+

e,0 at Γ0 and c−e,−1, φ−
e,−1, c+s,0 and ϕ+

s,0 at Γam−e (see Figure 2.3). The system of
discretized equations is then augmented with an auxiliary system of equations derived from the
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interface conditions at Γ0 and Γam−e. This auxiliary system is given by the following relationships
between the Butler-Volmer current density and the gradients of concentrations and potentials

G(A)
e,c :=

ce,1 − c+e,0
∆x/2

+ ζe,c i
(A)
BV (c

+
e,0, φ

+
e,0) = 0, (2.25)

G
(A)
e,ϕ :=

φe,1 − φ+
e,0

∆x/2
+ ζe,ϕ(c

+
e,0) i

(A)
BV (c

+
e,0, φ

+
e,0) = 0, (2.26)

G(C)
e,c :=

c−e,−1 − ce,Ne

∆x/2
− ζe,c i

(C)
BV (c

−
e,−1, φ

−
e,−1, c

+
s,0, ϕ

+
s,0) = 0, (2.27)

G
(C)
e,ϕ :=

φ−
e,−1 − φe,Ne

∆x/2
− ζe,ϕ(c

−
e,−1) i

(C)
BV (c

−
e,−1, φ

−
e,−1, c

+
s,0, ϕ

+
s,0) = 0, (2.28)

G(C)
s,c :=

cs,1 − c+s,0
∆x/2

− ζs,c i
(C)
BV (c

−
e,−1, ϕ

−
e,−1, c

+
s,0, ϕ

+
s,0) = 0, (2.29)

G
(C)
s,ϕ :=

ϕs,1 − ϕ+
s,0

∆x/2
− ζs,ϕ i

(C)
BV (c

−
e,−1, φ

−
e,−1, c

+
s,0, ϕ

+
s,0) = 0. (2.30)

The ζ’s in Equations (2.25) to (2.30) are parameters defined below

ζe,c =
1− t0+
FN⋆

e

, ζe,ϕ(ce) =
1

i⋆e
+

κD

FN⋆
e

1− t0+
ce

, (2.31)

ζs,c =
1

FN⋆
s

, ζs,ϕ =
1

i⋆s
. (2.32)

Moreover, the semi-discretized system defined above has only time derivatives of concentrations,
while they are absent for the potentials and the auxiliary variables. In fact, we can split these
variables into differential (W ) and algebraic (Z) variables

W = {ce,1, . . . , ce,Ne
, cs,1, . . . , cs,Ns

}, (2.33)

Z = {φe,1, . . . , φe,Ne , ϕs,1, . . . , ϕs,Ns , c
+
e,0, φ

+
e,0, c

−
e,−1, φ

−
e,−1, c

+
s,0, ϕ

+
s,0}. (2.34)

Consequently, we obtain a system of Differential-Algebraic Equations (DAEs)

Ẇ = F (W,Z), F : RN × RN+6 7→ RN , (2.35)

0 = G(W,Z), G : RN × RN+6 7→ RN+6, (2.36)

where

F = {Fe,1, . . . , Fe,Ne
, Fs,1, . . . , Fs,Ns

}, (2.37)

G = {Ge,1, . . . , Ge,Ne
, Gs,1, . . . , Gs,Ns

, G(A)
e,c , G

(A)
e,ϕ , G

(C)
e,c , G

(C)
e,ϕ , G

(C)
s,c , G

(C)
s,ϕ }. (2.38)

The equations corresponding to W and Z lead to the differential equations Equation (2.35) and
the algebraic constraints Equation (2.36), respectively. Further, the algebraic constraints in Equa-
tion (2.36) are of two types, a discretized elliptic system of equations for the potentials φe,i and
ϕs,j, and a discretized system of nonlinear Robin boundary conditions for the six auxiliary vari-
ables. Moreover, this system of DAEs is in semi-explicit or Hessenberg form. Such systems can also
be found in other engineering problems, e.g. low-Mach heterogeneous combustion problems [21],
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where interfacial variables may also be used. In addition, comprehensive numerical investigations
illustrated in Appendix E show that the system of DAEs corresponding to the LIB problem is of
index -1 [28, 3]. Thus, the time integration of the semi-discretized LIB problem is effectively the
integration of a system of index -1, semi-explicit DAEs. Accurate and robust integration of such
problems requires specific numerical methods, which are the object of the next section.

3 Numerical schemes
In this section, we present various numerical strategies we have used to integrate the stiff system
of DAEs. First, we introduce a family of implicit methods suitable for solving DAEs. Then, a
multi-domain strategy for the LIB model is presented with explicit and implicit coupling strategies.
Finally, an error estimate is formulated to characterize the optimal coupling frequency.

3.1 Implicit Runge-Kutta methods for DAEs
Since the 1980s, a number of integration schemes have been designed for DAE problems. Among oth-
ers, backward differentiation formulae and stiffly-accurate Runge-Kutta (RK) methods have shown
their efficiency and robustness [28, 7]. In our case, the stiffness induced by the fine discretization of
diffusion processes and the multiscale physics invites us to contemplate L-stable methods. Based on
this requirement, we can select suitable schemes available in the literature. In the present 1D study,
we can afford to use the well-known Radau5 method [28], a 3-stage fully-implicit scheme, which is
fifth-order accurate for index-1 DAEs and is L-stable, having proven especially successful in the inte-
gration of stiff ODEs and DAEs. However, for the larger systems expected in the full-scale 3D LIB
simulations, this method can become too costly. In that case, other schemes such as the ESDIRK
methods [35] can be used. They too exhibit good properties to solve DAEs, while maintaining a
lower computational cost [19, 21].

These advanced methods are in principle high-order generalizations of the implicit Euler method.
This first-order method is also L-stable and copes well with the index -1 DAEs. Taking advantage
of its simplicity, we take it as an illustrative example. Let us assume that the time domain [0, tend]
is divided into N timesteps of equal length ∆t = tend/N . Thus the discrete time values are given
by tn+1 = tn + ∆t for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, where t0 = 0 and tN = tend. Applying the first-
order discretization in time for the differential variables W , the DAEs become a system of nonlinear
equations of the residual function R : RN × RN+6 7→ R2N+6, defined as

R(Wn+1, Zn+1) =

[
Wn+1 −Wn −∆t F (Wn+1, Zn+1)

0−∆t G(Wn+1, Zn+1)

]
. (3.1)

Here, the superscript n represents the variables at time tn. The nonlinear problem R(Wn+1, Zn+1) =
0 can be solved by the Newton-Raphson method, using the solution of the previous timestep (i.e.,
Wn and Zn) as initial guess. Each Newton iteration requires the solution of a linear system, which
can be obtained either by direct or iterative solvers. Direct solvers are a good choice for 1D and 2D
problems, since the bandwidth of the matrices to be inverted remains small. This is not the case in
3D anymore, hence iterative solvers must be considered. The performance of such solvers is however
strongly deteriorated by the ill-conditioning of the matrices obtained, which is partly due to the
large number of unknowns in our mixed elliptic-parabolic framework, but also to the multiphysics
and multiscale nature of the problem. It is therefore crucial to use efficient preconditioners (e.g.,
see [1, 17]) to enable the use of iterative solvers. This topic is beyond the scope of this work and
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will be treated in a subsequent work devoted to the solution of the full 3D LIB model based on the
technique presented in the present paper.

Multirate methods could potentially be envisioned in order to treat the various time scales
involved. Whereas they have been mainly developed within the framework of operator coupling
such as in [40] relying on the interesting analysis introduced in [27], such methods can also be used
in coupling various subsystems as in [33]. However, such an approach, even if it has been largely
investigated recently (see [48] and [11] for example) still lacks flexibility in terms of how the various
domains are handled since they are still integrated within the same global time-scheme and make
the use of different models in the various domains more difficult to handle. This is always the case,
even if some features of the segregated approach can be injected into the multirate technique as in
[54]. It is all the more important for our application since the nonlinearity is strong at the coupling
interfaces and multi-domain integration will improve the conditioning of the various linear solvers.

We thus now focus on the design of multi-domain techniques at the nonlinear solution level, as
an alternative to costly monolithic schemes where the DAEs are integrated simultaneously over the
entire computational domain with a single timestep or relying on multirate methods. Note that such
a technique is expected to have a strong impact on the properties of the linearized residual system
(formulated among multiple domains) and related linear system solves since it yields an especially
improved condition number for the subproblems that plays a crucial role in the convergence rate of
iterative solvers. This statement is investigated in Appendix D for the sake of completeness.

3.2 Multi-domain time integration method
As discussed in Section 1, the LIB model is a multiphysics as well as multiscale problem, where
the Butler-Volmer current density at solid-electrolyte interfaces introduces a strong nonlinearity.
Mathematically, this results in a system of DAEs, which are stiff and costly to solve. The inefficiency
and cost of the solution is strongly impacted by the size of the fully coupled problem. Hence, we
propose to use a multi-domain technique splitting the monolithic problem into smaller decoupled
subproblems. Such methods have been implemented and studied for the fluid-structure interaction
simulations [57, 56]. In the context of LIB simulations, the domain splitting techniques have been
used before in [32, 31, 1] but remain essentially first-order in time and use a fixed time step. This may
hinder the computational performance and accuracy of the simulation tools. In the present work, we
split the LIB model in a manner similar to [1], with the necessary modifications needed for a finite
volume method containing the auxiliary system. To improve on the previous bottlenecks, we propose
to couple the domains in time via a high-order adaptive coupling strategy initially introduced in
a different context [19, 22] and prototyped in the Python library Rhapsopy [20]. The originality
of the present contribution relies on the extension of this strategy to couple the LIB subproblems
efficiently as well as its performance analysis. Moreover, we also study the impact of this splitting
on the conditioning of the linear systems corresponding to the subproblems (cf. Appendix D).

We split the fully coupled LIB problem into two subproblems corresponding to the electrolyte
and solid domains. The auxiliary variables and their corresponding equations are also split between
the two subproblems. Hence, Equations (2.27) and (2.28) corresponding to c−e,−1 and φ−

e,−1 as well
as Equations (2.29) and (2.30) corresponding to c+s,0 and ϕ+

s,0 become part of the electrolyte and
solid subproblems, respectively.

The electrolyte and solid domains are coupled by the exchange current density at Γam−e, given
by the Butler-Volmer model. Hence, the coupling dynamics of the LIB cell simulation is described by
the temporal evolution of the auxiliary variables at Γam−e. For a segregated/multi-domain scheme,
we refer to these variables as the coupling variables Uc, i.e., Uc = [ Ue Us ]

T
= [ c−e,−1 φ−

e,−1 c+s,0 ϕ+
s,0 ]

T .
The nonlinear system of Equations (2.27) to (2.30) that corresponds to the coupling variables is
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referred to as the synchronizing system Gsync.
As for the fully coupled discrete system, each subproblem contains a system of DAEs, which is

integrated using the high-order, adaptive implicit methods (described in Sub-Section 3.1). Thus,
each subproblem is associated with a residual function whose definition depends on the integration
scheme being used. In general, the residual functions related to each subproblem can be written as,

Re(We, Ze, Us) = 0, Re : RNe × RNe+4 × R2 7→ R2Ne+4, (3.2)

Rs(Ws, Zs, Ue) = 0, Rs : RNs × RNs+2 × R2 7→ R2Ns+2, (3.3)

where the subscripts e and s correspond to the electrolyte and solid, respectively. When Equa-
tions (3.2) and (3.3) are solved independently, we need to exchange the required coupling variables,
Ue and Us, at regular coupling intervals as done in [1]. However, this classical strategy freezes the
value of the coupling variables during a coupling interval. This limits the overall accuracy of the
numerical integration to first-order, even if high-order integrators are used in the subproblems. A
way to improve this strategy is to define and use polynomial-in-time approximations to evaluate
the coupling variables, so that the integration of each subproblem can be performed with a more
accurate evolution of the coupling variables. The polynomials are built by interpolating the values
of Uc at the previous coupling time points. It can be easily shown, following the lines of [19, 22],
that for a polynomial approximation of degree p−1 and a coupling interval of size ∆tc, the coupling
error ϵc follows

ϵc ∼ O(∆tpc). (3.4)

We remark that it is important to study the validity of Equation (3.4) for the 1D LIB half-cell
simulations. We have performed this analysis and show our results in Sub-Section 4.1.

The multi-domain technique with coupling of the subproblems at fixed intervals, is very sensitive
to the length of this interval (coupling step size ∆tc). To better understand this, let us consider
in more detail the steps we go through during a coupling timestep for time tn to tn + ∆tc. At
time tn, the approximation polynomials Ûc(t) of the coupling variables Uc(t), t ∈ [tn, tn + ∆tc],
are obtained by extrapolation of the p previous values Uc(t − i∆tc), i = 0 . . . p − 1. The nonlinear
systems in Equations (3.2) and (3.3) are solved to integrate each subproblem independently. In these
subproblems, the interface conditions are obtained by evaluating Ûc(t) at the required substeps. At
time tn+1 = tn +∆tc, a synchronization step is performed, which effectively exchanges information
(transfer of coupling variables) between the subproblems. Finally, the approximation polynomials
of the coupling variables are updated with their values obtained from the synchronization step. In
an explicit-coupling scheme (Algorithm 3.1), the solution obtained at this stage is accepted, and
we move to the next coupling interval. However, the explicit nature of the extrapolation process is
prone to divergence when the time step is too large, and higher-order extrapolations typically have
a lower stability limit [22].

This issue can be addressed by employing small enough coupling intervals such that the stability
limit is satisfied. When this is too costly, an alternative is to resort to a modified version of the
coupling scheme, which enables an implicit treatment of the coupling variables and hence improves
the stability of the coupled simulation. This implicit-coupling method, described in Algorithm 3.2,
iterates on the definition of Ûc until the condition Ûc(tn+1)→ Uc(tn+1) is met. We impose a certain
tolerance on this limit condition, commonly known as the waveform-relaxation tolerance WRtol. A
fixed-point problem on Uc(tn+1) is formulated, that can be solved by simple iterations, dynamically
under-relaxed iterations, or Newton iterations. In our case, we only use the simple fixed-point
iterations since they perform sufficiently well for the 1D LIB problem.
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Algorithm 3.1 Algorithm for explicit-coupling
Setup 1D mesh X : RN

Get initial solution states, W 0 and Z0

Initialize approximation polynomial Uc

while tn < tend do
[Wn

e ,W
n
s ]←Wn and [Zn

e , Z
n
s ]← Zn

Solve Ωe: (Wn+1
e , Zn+1

e )← Re(W
n
e , Z

n
e , Uc(t))

Solve Ωs: (Wn+1
s , Zn+1

s )← Rs(W
n
s , Z

n
s , Uc(t))

Wn+1 ← [Wn+1
e ,Wn+1

s ] and Zn+1 ← [Zn+1
e , Zn+1

s ]
Synchronization: Uc(tn+1)← Gsync(W

n+1, Zn+1)
Update predictors for Uc(t)
tn+1 ← tn +∆tc
(W,Z)← append(Wn+1, Zn+1)

end while
return W , Z

Algorithm 3.2 Algorithm for implicit-coupling
Setup 1D mesh X : RN

Get initial solution states, W 0 and Z0

Initialize approximation polynomial Uc

while tn < tend do
[Wn

e ,W
n
s ]←Wn and [Zn

e , Z
n
s ]← Zn

Uk
c ← Uc(tn)

while True do
Solve Ωe: (Wn+1

e , Zn+1
e )← Re(W

n
e , Z

n
e , U

k
c (t))

Solve Ωs: (Wn+1
s , Zn+1

s )← Rs(W
n
s , Z

n
s , U

k
c (t))

Wn+1 ← [Wn+1
e ,Wn+1

s ] and Zn+1 ← [Zn+1
e , Zn+1

s ]
Synchronization: Uk+1

c ← Gsync(W
n+1, Zn+1)

if
(

||Uk+1
c −Uk

c ||
WRtol×||Uk

c ||+WRtol/10
< 1
)

then

Uc(tn+1)← Uk+1
c

break
end if
Update approximation polynomial for Uc(t)

end while
Update predictors for Uc(t)
tn ← tn +∆tc
(W,Z)← append(W,Z)

end while
return W , Z
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The implicit-coupling method however increases the computational cost, which is proportional to
the number of fixed-point iterations performed overall. It can be shown that the contraction factor
associated with the fixed-point iteration is proportional to ∆tc, hence a smaller coupling timestep
yields a faster convergence. If we dynamically adapt the coupling timestep, we may therefore both
improve the accuracy of the simulation and lower the number of iterations per timestep. In case of
the explicit coupling, a dynamic coupling timestep also helps to maintain the stability of the coupled
computation. Below, we discuss how the coupling timestep can be dynamically selected.

3.3 Error estimate and adaptive coupling
We propose an error estimate based on the coupling dynamics of the segregated 1D LIB problem.
The error in coupling variables controls the coupling frequency by evaluating an adaptive coupling
step size. In the multi-domain scheme, if the subproblems are integrated with a sufficiently small
tolerance, then the global error is dominated by the coupling error, in the spirit of what was done
in [14]. Therefore, the coupling error evaluated locally as an error on the coupling variables controls
the error of the simulation.

Equation Equation (3.4) shows that the degree of the approximation polynomials of the coupling
variables dictates the order of this error. We now need a way to approximate this error, since it
cannot be directly evaluated. For a given coupling step size ∆tc,1, we perform two coupling cycles
using polynomial approximations of degrees p−1 and p. After the synchronization step we obtain
the coupling variables Uc and Ûc, respectively. We define an error estimate

ϵp = ||Uc − Ûc||2 = O(∆tpc,1)−O(∆tp+1
c,1 ) ≈ α∆tpc,1, (3.5)

where α > 0 is a constant and ∥·∥2 is the ℓ2-norm. The adaptive optimal coupling step size ∆tc,opt
corresponds to ϵp = tol, where tol is the desired accuracy. Thus, we can write

tol = α∆tpc,opt. (3.6)

Finally, combining Equations (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain

∆tc,opt = ∆tc,1

(
tol

ϵp

)1/p

. (3.7)

Now we can achieve high-order adaptive coupling using higher values of p. This strategy improves
the computational efficiency of the multi-domain scheme while also automatically maintaining the
simulation within the numerical stability limit. In the next part, we study the performance of this
novel numerical strategy for the simulation of our 1D LIB half-cell model.

4 Results and discussions
In this section, numerical studies are conducted based on simulations of the 1D LIB half-cell model
presented in Section 2, using the physical parameters listed in Table 5.1. We recall that all the
transport parameters (conductivities, diffusion coefficients and transference number) are assumed
to be constant. This simplification does not alter the numerical complexity of the 1D LIB problem;
the strong nonlinearity at the solid-electrolyte interface and the ill-conditioned system due to the
multiscale physics still remain. We use a Python code implementation with suitable packages to
perform the numerical simulations and analyses. Throughout this section, the numerical integration
of the system of DAEs is performed using the Radau5 method. Preliminary studies such as numerical
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verification of the LIB half-cell model and accuracy of the spatial discretization have been conducted
as a natural preliminary step and are presented in Appendices A and B, respectively. They are
important to build our confidence in the 1D LIB model as well as its numerical implementation
before proceeding with the assessment of the numerical strategy presented below.

4.1 Accuracy of coupling for multi-domain methods
In this study, we analyze the accuracy of coupling strategies for the multi-domain methods. The
coupling flux, i.e. the Butler-Volmer current density, remains constant in time during the CC mode
of operation in our 1D setting. Hence, it is not ideal for studying the coupling strategies as the
coupling error is negligible for constant coupling conditions. This would not necessarily be the
case in higher-dimensional models. Hence, in contrast with the previous studies, the multi-domain
strategy is effectively studied for a constant voltage (CV) operating mode. Several simulations using
the multi-domain method with an increasing number of coupling intervals Nt (i.e. a decreasing size
of the coupling timestep ∆tc) are performed for both the explicit and implicit coupling strategies.
The target cell voltage U = 0.278 V is obtained after 11 s of an initially fully coupled simulation
in CC mode at 1C rate. The CV mode of operation using the multi-domain method begins at
tini = 11 s and is maintained until tend = 101 s. We use a finite volume grid of size N = 200, with
Ne = Ns = 100.

To analyze the accuracy of the coupling strategy, we evaluate the coupling error at t = tend,
defined as

error =
∥ycoupling − yref∥2

∥yref∥2
, (4.1)

with ∥·∥2 being ℓ2-norm. Here ycoupling is the solution obtained using the multi-domain scheme with
coupling at fixed intervals . The reference solution yref is obtained on the same finite-volume grid
by integrating the coupled system in a monolithic manner with Radau5 and a fine error tolerance of
1× 10−12, thus yielding a quasi-exact solution, i.e. with a negligible error from the time integration.

In Figure 4.1, the coupling errors from the above simulations are plotted against the number of
coupling intervals on a log-log scale. The slopes of these curves represent the order of accuracy of the
multi-domain method. Each of these curves corresponds to a specific degree of the approximation
polynomial and either of the two coupling strategies. We observe that for a given coupling step size,
the implicit coupling always has lower errors than the explicit coupling strategy. We can explain
this by looking at the consistency loops of the implicit strategy. Except for the first iteration,
interpolation instead of extrapolation is used to approximate the coupling variables. The error
constant is smaller for interpolation than that of extrapolation resulting in smaller errors for the
implicit coupling strategy. Note that for the consistency loops, we keep WRtol = 1× 10−10 to ensure
the implicit coupling is precisely converged.

Moreover, the error curves satisfy the theoretical order curves given by Equation (3.4). Thus,
we can safely conclude that the theoretical accuracy of coupling is verified for the 1D LIB problem
represented by a system of DAEs. It is worth mentioning that this accuracy had only been ver-
ified previously for problems involving coupled subsystems of ODEs in the literature [19, Section
8.2] [22], not coupled DAEs. Upon this verification, we can confidently use the strategy of Sub-
Section 3.3 to evaluate the adaptive coupling step size of the multi-domain method proposed for 1D
LIB simulations.
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Figure 4.1: Plots of error vs. Nt for the multi-domain strategy with coupling at fixed intervals.
Errors corresponding to the explicit and implicit coupling are shown with empty and filled markers,
respectively. The dashed lines represent the theoretical accuracy (O(∆tp+1

c )) for an approximation
polynomial of degree p.
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4.2 Adaptive coupling for oscillating operating condition
To test the adaptive coupling strategy, we consider a test case involving the application of an
oscillating voltage on our 1D LIB model, thus inducing temporal oscillations of the coupling variables.
We take a sine wave signal for the applied voltage with the mean voltage Umean = 0.103 V ≈ U0(cs,I).
It is chosen such that the LIB cell switches between the charging and discharging modes during each
oscillation of the voltage signal. This signal consists of three oscillations with an amplitude equal
to 5% of the mean voltage. The adaptive coupling simulations are performed with a tolerance
tol = 5× 10−6 on the error estimate for the optimal coupling step size. Similar to Sub-Section 4.1
each subdomain is discretized with 100 cells for the multi-domain simulations with adaptive coupling.
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Figure 4.2: Plots of the coupling timestep ∆tc (s) vs. time t (s) for the multi-domain technique with
adaptive coupling. Here p + 1 is the order of the adaptive coupling. The time-varying (sine wave)
applied cell voltage is shown with dashed line.

In Figure 4.2, we plot the temporal evolutions of the adaptive coupling timestep ∆tc for various
orders of the adaptive coupling p+1. We observe that ∆tc adapts well with the rate of change in
the coupling dynamics, which is analogous to the Ucell signal. At the beginning of the simulations,
a small coupling timestep value is prescribed. Consequently, as the error reduces, the coupling step
size can be increased gradually (with a maximum increase factor of 2 to avoid giving rise to numerical
instabilities) until t ∼ 35 s. We observe that the simulations with a higher order coupling have larger
coupling timesteps, i.e. for order = {1, 4} the maximum ∆tc = {11.67 s, 33.55 s}, respectively. It
may be feared that the larger coupling timesteps can result in a loss of accuracy. However, in the
present numerical strategy, we ensure that the coupling error, which in turn governs the global
error of the simulations, is strictly controlled by the error estimate. Hence, the overall accuracy
is maintained even for the larger coupling timesteps. We can demonstrate this by comparing the
evolution of the Butler-Volmer current density at Γam−e (i(C)

BV ) in Figure 4.3. For all orders of
coupling p + 1, there is a good match (rel. error < tol) between the simulations with the adaptive
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Figure 4.3: The temporal evolution curves of the Butler-Volmer current density at Γam−e (i(C)
BV ),

evaluated from the simulations using the multi-domain method with adaptive coupling for various
coupling orders. For the monolithic reference solution i

(C)
BV vs. t is shown with dashed line.

coupling and the reference quasi-exact solution. i
(C)
BV oscillates between positive and negative values

indicating the alternating charging and discharging modes of the LIB cell. We also observe that the
applied voltage and the interface current density (in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively) are in phase,
confirming the absence of capacitive or inductive effects from the mathematical model.

4.3 Computational performance
In this last study, we draw work-precision diagrams to analyze the computational performance of
the adaptive coupling strategy implemented in this work. We also tackle the CV case discussed in
the accuracy study of Sub-Section 4.1. These diagrams, shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, illustrate the
CPUtime of various simulations versus their errors evaluated by Equation (4.1) for the different orders
of coupling. For each order, the corresponding curve is obtained by performing multiple simulations
with increasing values of the coupling error tolerance tol ∈ [1× 10−10, 1× 10−4]. The error belonging
to each simulation is then computed with respect to a quasi-exact monolithic solution, as done in
Sub-Section 4.1. In most cases, we observe a reduction in CPUtime as the order of coupling is
increased for a given error level. Particularly, at higher accuracy levels, a higher-order coupling
is even more favorable due to significant performance improvements with respect to lower orders.
Moreover, the first-order coupling (p = 0), which is implemented in previous studies [31, 1], is
exceptionally expensive for simulations in both the studied modes of LIB operation. We observe
that for simulations at p ≥ 2 both the implicit and explicit coupling perform alike, which might be
due to non-stiff coupling dynamics of 1D LIB operation. The consistency of our observations in this
1D setup suggest the high potential of the proposed numerical strategy for 2D and 3D simulations
as well.
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Figure 4.4: Work-precision diagram for the multi-domain method (constant voltage operation)
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5 Conclusion
In this study, we have numerically solved a microscale continuum model of LIBs using the finite
volume method and an adaptive multi-domain time integration strategy. This choice is motivated
by the several orders of magnitude difference in the diffusion time scales characterizing the electrolyte
and active material domains. The main nonlinearity of the problem arises at the solid-electrolyte
interface due to the Butler-Volmer condition modeling the heterogeneous redox reactions. In the
discretized system, we introduce auxiliary variables at this interface resulting in a nonlinear Robin
condition. Consequently, the subproblem within each domain consists of a stiff system of DAEs
that is solved by the implicit Radau5 method. The multi-domain approach allows to solve each
subproblem independently, while the coupling between the domains is handled by a high-order
adaptive coupling scheme.

Our numerical tests have shown that the accuracy of the multi-domain method is governed by
the polynomial degree used in the approximation of the coupling variables, and that the adaptive
coupling method remains stable even for an oscillating applied voltage at the LIB cell boundaries.
Furthermore, higher-order coupling results in larger coupling timesteps, thus reducing the overall
computational cost for a desired simulation accuracy.

The results of this 1D study motivate the future implementation of our numerical strategy in
more realistic LIB simulations based on 3D electrode microstructures. However, such structures
exhibit spatial multiscale features that require a fully adaptive time-space method. Numerical
aspects like efficient nonlinear solvers for large systems of DAEs (such as ESDIRK method), efficient
preconditioners for the linear solvers, parallelization and related HPC challenges need to be studied
in the context of 3D LIB simulations. However, the proposed method can still be envisioned as a
breakthrough for these applications in optimizing the coupling timestep for a given accuracy of the
solution, while allowing a much better conditioning of the subproblems as illustrated in Appendix D.
Eventually, the multi-domain method offers a suitable framework for the LIB model extension to
more complex physics, such as phase transformations and mechanical deformations in the active
material, or lithium plating and SEI growth at the solid-electrolyte interface.
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Table 5.1: Summary of constants and parameters.

Quantity Value Unit

F 96487 C·mol−1

R 8.314 J·(K·mol)−1

T 298.15 K
Le 20 µm

ce,I 1000 mol·m−3

De 1×10−10 m2·s−1

κe 1 S·m−1

t0+ 0.4 dimensionless

δe 0 dimensionless

Lam 10 µm

cs,I 13000 mol·m−3

Dam 3×10−14 m2·s−1

σam 100 S·m−1

Fk0 8.9×10−7 C·s−1·m2.5·mol−1.5

U0(cs) See Table 2 of [41] V

i0,Li 10 C·m−2·s−1

Lcc 10 µm

σcc 3700 S·m−1

Table 5.2: Summary of characteristic scales.

Φ⋆ RT/F V

L⋆ Le + Lam + Lcc = L m

t⋆ L2/De s

c⋆e ce,I mol·m−3

c⋆s cs,max mol·m−3

N⋆
e (Dec⋆e)/L

⋆ mol·m−2·s−1

i⋆e (κeΦ⋆)/L⋆ C·m−2·s−1

N⋆
s (Damc⋆s)/L

⋆ mol·m−2·s−1

i⋆s (σamΦ⋆)/L⋆ C·m−2·s−1
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A Verification of the mathematical model
Here we verify our numerical implementation of the 1D LIB half-cell model by considering a constant
current (CC) charge scenario at 0.5C rate. The simulation is performed on a 1D finite volume
grid of size N = 200. We employ a monolithic time integration method with the Radau5 solver
relative tolerance set to 1× 10−10. Our results are compared to the reference battery simulator
BESTmicro [23], using the same physical parameters and grid size. Moreover, numerical results
are compared to an analytical solution that we have derived for the CC mode of operation (cf.
Appendix C).

In Figure A.1, we plot the temporal evolutions of cell voltage (Ucell) obtained with our LIB
model implementation, BESTmicro, and the analytical solution. Further, in Figure A.2, the spatial
solution profiles are displayed at t = 0 s and t = 500 s for the three cases. These two figures illustrate
the good agreement between the solutions, both in time and space. Therefore, this benchmark allows
us to verify our implementation.
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Figure A.1: Cell voltage versus time during CC charging at 0.5C rate, obtained from our numerical
implementation (current study), BESTmicro, and analytical solution.

B Space convergence study
Using a grid convergence study, we can verify the accuracy of the finite volume discretization. We
analyze the spatial accuracies of lithium concentrations in the electrolyte and solid domains for a
charging scenario at 1C rate. We also study the accuracy of the ionic potential in the electrolyte.
For the electric potential, as we can see in Figure B.1, the piecewise linear nature of its solution
profiles remains unchanged with time. Only the vertical intercepts (i.e., ϕs(Le, t)) of these profiles
evolve in time due to the variation of the auxiliary electric potential at Γam−e. Therefore, we have
excluded the electric potential in the solid from this convergence study.
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Figure A.2: Solution profiles in electrolyte (left panel) and active material (right panel) for CC
charging at 0.5C rate, obtained from our numerical implementation (current study) and BESTmicro.
The curves with empty and filled markers represent solutions at t = 0 s and at t = 500 s, respectively.
The dashed lines show the corresponding analytical solution profiles.
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Figure B.1: Solution profiles in electrolyte (left panel) and active material (right panel) at various
times during CC charging at 1C rate, obtained from our numerical implementation (current study).
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Figure B.2: Space convergence plots with errors between the numerical and analytical solutions for
charging in CC mode at 1C rate evaluated at t = 0.1 s (empty markers) and t = 5 s (filled markers).

We perform several simulations with increasing N , i.e., decreasing the 1D cell width ∆x. The
spatial integration error is evaluated as

error =
∥ysim − yref∥2
∥yref∥2

(B.1)

where ∥·∥2 is ℓ2-norm. Here ysim and yref are the numerical and analytical solution profiles, re-
spectively, both evaluated at the same reference time. We use sufficiently strict tolerances for time
integration using the Radau5 method such that the temporal discretization errors remain negligible
compared to the errors evaluated using Equation (B.1).

In Figure B.2, the errors in concentrations and potentials are displayed as a function of dimen-
sionless cell width on a log-log scale. The errors are evaluated from solutions at t = 0.1 s and t = 5 s
corresponding to the transient and stationary states of the electrolyte, respectively. We observe
that all the curves are parallel to the theoretical second-order curve. However, the spatial errors in
cs at t = 0.1 s are contaminated at larger ∆x, most probably by higher-order terms in the Taylor
expansion. These higher-order terms may become significantly large at early times due to the steep
spatial gradients of cs near Γam−e. Nonetheless, we confirm the second order of convergence in space
expected from the truncation error of the central difference scheme used in the spatial discretization.

C Analytical solution
In the particular scenario of a constant current (CC) charge or discharge, an analytical solution
of the 1D LIB half-cell model can be obtained. The starting point of the derivation is to observe
that the current densities in the electrolyte and solid phases remain constant and are both equal
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to the imposed current on ΓL, iext = −ξi1C . Thus, the electrolyte and solid-phase concentrations
are effectively decoupled, each one satisfying a linear diffusion equation with constant Neumann
conditions. The next steps of the derivation are summarized below, using the dimensional notations
of Sub-Section 2.1.

C.1 Electrolyte concentration and potential
Electrolyte concentration satisfies the following initial value problem with Neumann boundary con-
ditions,

∂ce
∂t

= De
∂2ce
∂x2

, (C.1)

∂ce
∂x

(0, t) =
∂ce
∂x

(Le, t) = −βe , (C.2)

ce(x, 0) = ce,I , (C.3)

where

βe =

(
1− t0+
FDe

)
iext . (C.4)

Applying the method of separation of variables, we obtain

ce(x, t) = ce,I + βe

(
Le

2
− x

)
(C.5)

− 4βeLe

∞∑
k=0

1

(2k + 1)2π2
cos

(
(2k + 1)πx

Le

)
e−(

(2k+1)π
Le

)
2
Det .

Electrolyte potential satisfies a first-order ODE, obtained by taking the dot product of ie from
Equation (2.2) with the 1D normal vector ex, and then imposing ie · ex = iext. Further, at x = 0

the Butler-Volmer condition Equation (2.8) yields φe(0, t) =
2RT
F argsh

(
−iext
2i0,Li

)
. By integrating the

ODE between x = 0 and an arbitrary x, we obtain

φe(x, t) =
2RT

F
argsh

(−iext
2i0,Li

)
+

2RT (1− t0+)

F
ln

(
ce(x, t)

ce(0, t)

)
−
(
iext
κe

)
x . (C.6)

C.2 Solid-phase concentration
Let c̄s(x̄, t) = cs(Le + x̄, t) denote the solid-phase concentration in Ωam, expressed in terms of the
shifted coordinate x̄ = x− Le. This concentration satisfies the following initial value problem with
Neumann boundary conditions,

∂c̄s
∂t

= Dam
∂2c̄s
∂x̄2

, (C.7)

∂c̄s
∂x̄

(0, t) = −βs , (C.8)

∂c̄s
∂x̄

(Lam, t) = 0 , (C.9)

c̄s(x̄, 0) = cs,I , (C.10)
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where

βs =

(
1

FDam

)
iext . (C.11)

Applying the method of separation of variables, we obtain

c̄s(x̄, t) = cs,I − βsx̄

(
1− x̄

2Lam

)
+

βsDam t

Lam
(C.12)

+ 2βsLam

(
1

6
−

∞∑
n=1

1

n2π2
cos

(
nπx̄

Lam

)
e−(

nπ
Lam

)
2
Damt

)
.

C.3 Solid-phase potential and cell voltage
Let c∗s(t) and ϕ∗

s(t) denote the solid-phase variables at Γam−e, i.e., c∗s(t) = cs(Le, t) and ϕ∗
s(t) =

ϕs(Le, t). Similarly, let c∗e(t) = ce(Le, t) and φ∗
e(t) = φe(Le, t). Further, we define the cell voltage

as U(t) = ϕs(L, t). Observing that the solid-phase potential is a continuous and piecewise linear
function of x (with constant slopes in Ωam and Ωcc), we have

U(t) = ϕ∗
s(t)−

(
Lam

σam
+

Lcc

σcc

)
iext . (C.13)

Finally, using the Butler-Volmer equation Equation (2.9), we obtain

ϕ∗
s(t) = φ∗

e(t) + U0(c
∗
s(t)) +

2RT

F
argsh

(
−iext

2Fk0
√

c∗e(t)c∗s(t) (cs,max − c∗s(t))

)
, (C.14)

where c∗e(t), φ∗
e(t) and c∗s(t) can be evaluated from Equation (C.5), Equation (C.6) and Equa-

tion (C.12), respectively.

D Conditioning of the Jacobian system
One of the motivations to use multi-domain methods is to improve the conditioning of the Jacobian
system by decoupling the two diffusion time scales. In this study, we evaluate and compare the
condition numbers of the Jacobian matrices Jfull(W,Z), Je(We, Ze), and Js(Ws, Zs), corresponding
to residual functions of the fully-coupled system and to each subproblem (electrolyte and solid),
respectively. In this study, we have numerically evaluated these Jacobian matrices for the residual
functions obtained from the implementation of Radau5 time integration method.

In Figure D.1, the condition numbers of Jfull, Je, and Js are plotted at the final simulation time
t = 101 s with respect to nondimensional cell width, for CC and CV modes of operation. It should
be noted that these condition numbers are almost independent of the temporal evolution of the
solution. The plots follow the theoretical order expected from the discretization of the diffusion-
based governing equations. The sparsity patterns of these matrices are shown in Figure D.2, here
we observe that Je and Js, corresponding to the subsystems of the multi-domain method, do not
contain the crossed out elements from the monolithic Jfull as a result of decoupling.

Further, we investigate the eigenvalues of these matrices in Figure D.3. In CC mode, the ill-
conditioning of Jfull corresponds to Js that has one eigenvalue with magnitude ≪1 (∼ O(10−4)).
This magnitude is attributed to the Neumann-type boundary conditions on both sides of the solid
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Figure D.1: Conditioning of Jacobian matrices Jfull, Je, and Js, evaluated at t = 101 s for solutions
in CC mode at 1C rate and CV mode at 0.103V.
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Figure D.2: Structure of Jacobian matrices Jfull, Je (shaded blue), and Js (shaded green). The
crossed elements are eliminated as a result of decoupling process when using the multi-domain
method.
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domain making Js nearly singular. While in CV mode, we observe a significant reduction in condition
number of Js where the Neumann-type boundary condition is replaced by a Dirichlet-type boundary
condition on the right boundary. Such improvements in conditioning are advantageous in the context
of iterative linear solvers, to reduce the number of iterations and thus the computational cost. We
note that the conditioning of Je remains unchanged between the two modes of operation as no
change is done on this subsystem.
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Figure D.3: Absolute eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices Jfull (left), Je (center), and Js (right) in
both CC and CV modes of operation.
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E The DAE description of LIB problem
We recall from Sub-Section 2.3 that the semi-discretization of the governing equations results in a
system of index -1 DAEs. In this study, we show this property via extensive numerical tests.

E.1 Index of DAE
Systems of DAEs are characterized by their index p, which is the number of times the algebraic
constraints, expressed in semi-explicit or Hessenberg form, need to be differentiated to obtain an
explicit expression for Ż. An explicit expression for Ż will convert the algebraic variables into
differential ones, which effectively means converting DAEs into ODEs. Consequently, these ODEs
can easily be solved with classical methods while the solution of a system of DAEs of higher index is
more complex. Thus, we investigate the index of the system of DAEs corresponding to the microscale
LIB model.

Let us assume that the system of DAEs obtained from the LIB model is of index -1. Now we
differentiate the algebraic constraints in Equation (2.36) with respect to time to get,

(∂ZG) Ż = − (∂WG)F (W,Z) . (E.1)

For the index -1 assumption to be valid, we need to obtain an explicit expression of Ż. This means
that the Jacobian matrix ∂ZG must be invertible. We now take a closer look at ∂ZG and show that
it is non-singular.

Following from the semi-explicit description of the DAEs in Equations (2.35) and (2.36), we can
expand it as follows

Ẇ = F (W,Z,Z(A)
aux,Z(C)

aux) , F : RN × RN × RN (A)
aux × RN (C)

aux 7→ RN

0 = G(W,Z,Z(A)
aux,Z(C)

aux) , G : RN × RN × RN (A)
aux × RN (C)

aux 7→ RN

0 = G(A)
aux(W,Z,Z(A)

aux,Z(C)
aux) , G(A)

aux : RN × RN × RN (A)
aux × RN (C)

aux 7→ RN (A)
aux ,

0 = G(C)
aux(W,Z,Z(A)

aux,Z(C)
aux) , G(C)

aux : RN × RN × RN (A)
aux × RN (C)

aux 7→ RN (C)
aux , (E.2)

where W remains the vector of differential variables while the vector of algebraic variables Z is now
expanded into Z = [ φe ϕs ]

T , Z(A)
aux, and Z(C)

aux such that Z = [Z(A)
aux φe Z(C)

aux ϕs ]
T . Here, Z(A)

aux and
Z(C)

aux are the auxiliary variables that were introduced at the solid-electrolyte interfaces of the anode
and cathode, respectively. They are defined as,

Z(A)
aux = {c+e,0, φ+

e,0} ,
Z(C)

aux = {c−e,−1, φ
−
e,−1, c

+
s,0, ϕ

+
s,0} . (E.3)

Consequently, the algebraic constraints are also expanded as G = [G(A)
aux Ge G(C)

aux Gs ]
T . Note that

for a 1D LIB half-cell, N (A)
aux = 2 and N (C)

aux = 4. Also, N is the size of the discretized problem or
number of finite volume cells, with Ne and Ns being the number of cells in the electrolyte and solid
domains, respectively.

In Figure E.1, we present the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian ∂ZG or JGZ evaluated on a
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finite-volume grid with N = 6. Further, JGZ can be represented in the block-matrix form,

JGZ =


∂G(A)

aux

∂Z
(A)
aux

∂G(A)
aux

∂φe
0 0

∂Ge

∂Z
(A)
aux

∂Ge

∂φe

∂Ge

∂Z
(C)
aux

0

0
∂G(C)

aux

∂φe

∂G(C)
aux

∂Z
(C)
aux

∂G(C)
aux

∂ϕs

0 0 ∂Gs

∂Z
(C)
aux

∂Gs

∂ϕs

 , (E.4)

where JGZ : R(2+Ne+4+Ns) 7→ M(2+Ne+4+Ns)×(2+Ne+4+Ns). We can now use this expression to
further investigate the invertibility of JGZ .

E.2 Checking for singularity
Firstly, we verify the diagonal dominance property. We note that at rows 3, (2 +Ne), (2 +Ne + 2),
(2+Ne+4), and (2+Ne+4+1), diagonal dominance is mathematically impossible due the way the
physical system is defined. At these rows, there exists one off-diagonal element of same magnitude
as the diagonal element.

At rows 3, (2+Ne), and (2+Ne+4+1), the diagonal element is equal to K
∆x2 instead of 2K

∆x2 due
to Neumann-type boundary conditions. The off-diagonal element of the tridiagonal band matrix has
the same magnitude. The presence of nonzero elements outside of the tridiagonal band structure
at these rows (due to the auxiliary system) causes a loss of diagonal dominance. Note that K is a
constant factor that depends on the physical parameters of the problem.

Further, at rows (2 +Ne + 2) and (2 +Ne + 4), the diagonal elements in the diagonal block are
O( 2

∆x ) >> 1. The off-diagonal element outside the diagonal block at these rows has a magnitude
equal to 2

∆x . In the working range of our problem, these rows too are never diagonally dominant.
As we know that the absence of diagonal dominance is not a necessary condition for non-

singularity, it is important to investigate other matrix properties such as rank, nature of eigenvalues,
condition number etc.

In Figure E.2, we observe that the condition number, CN of JGZ is proportional to ∆x−2. We
make caution that a large condition number may suggest near singularity of the matrix. However,
ill-conditioning is not a necessary condition for the singularity.

Finally, for each size of system N , the rank of the matrix JGZ is equal to N (see Figure E.3),
i.e., the Jacobian matrix always has a full rank. We are aware that full rank is a necessary condition
for non-singularity and JGZ satisfies it for the tested range of N and solution vectors W and Z.
Therefore, considering this comprehensive numerical investigation we can conclude that JGZ is non-
singular matrix and hence, Equation (E.2) represent an index -1 system of DAEs.
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